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We characterize the soluble groups which admit a disjunction of monoidai identities. This 
notion has been introduced by An. Boffa and is equivalent to admitting the elimination of 
inverses. 
We use the result of Rosenblatt that a finitely generated soluble group which does not 
contain the free monoid on two generators is quasi-nilpotent. 
We also obtain partial results for the class of elementary amenable groups and its subclass of 
locally finite groups. 
Milnor and Wolf have shown that a finitely generated soluble group with 
polynomial growth has a normal nilpotent subgroup of finite index. 
Rosenblatt has extended this result, noting that one can weaken the hypothesis 
of being of polynomial growth to that of not containing M2, the free monoid on 
two generators. 
Later Thou generalized senblatt’s result to the finitely generated elementary 
amenable groups (see Section 3). 
We try to characterize the groups G which have the property that none of their 
elementary extensions contains A&. It is easy to see that this property is 
equivalent o G satisfying a finite disjunction of monoidal identities; it is also 
equivalent o G admitting elimination of inverses (e.i., in short) (see Section 1). 
We introduce the notion of having e.i. with complexity 4. If a group has e.i., 
it has e.i. with complexity dl, for some 1. 
show that a soluble group G which admits e.i. with complexity sI, is 
uniformly locally quasi-nilpotent, i.e. for every k, there exist c and i such that any 
subgroup generated by k elements has a nilpotent subgroup of class SC and of 
index <i; moreover, can be computed explicitely in terms of k, I and the 
solubility class of 6. have been unable to compute xplicitly the index i (see 
Section 2). 
en we try to generalize this result for the elementary amenable groups. 
n two results in that direction. 
roperty of being unifo ly locally 
S. 
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far as the direct unions are concerned, in collaboration with 6. Cherlin, we 
that a locally finite group which admits e.i. with complexity <I is (locally 
nent). The exponent can be calculated as a function 
to characterize nt groups with e.i. 
ent concerns the fact that of groups having e.i. 
onoidal identity. We do not know if this is an accident 
very special monoidal idertities obtained from the 
up G admits elimination of inverses (e-i.) iff every open formula in the 
-l, I) of groups is equivalent to an open formula in the language of 
An analogous n has been introduced for the division rings and those which 
t e.i. are exactly the division rings finite dimensional over their center [4]. 
algebraic result used in [4], is the theorem of Kaplansky that the division 
which satisfy a polynomial identk j- are exactly the finite dimensional ones 
over their center. 
introduce the notion of monoidal identity. A monoidal identity is an 
ty of the form cu(x, y) = /3(x, y), w h ere cu(x, y) and /3(x, y) are two distinct 
rds construeted on the alphabet {x, y}. 
ffa ]2]). A group G admits e.i. 
a disjunction of nwnoidal identities, 
iff any elementary extensbn of G does rwt contain , the fbee monoid on two 
genemtom. 0 
exponent. Q 
121). The property of having e.i. is preserved under 
otphic images and extemions by a group of finite 
be two groups wirkb do not 
denote by 6” the direct product of 6, o times with 
g noted the following: 
e.i. SQ 
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roposition 1, G” satisfies a disjunction of monoidal identities, 
i/ W&P Y) = Vitx9 Y)- 
i=l 
Suppose G does not admit any of these identities. Then there exist (xi, yi) in G* 
such that 
which is a contradiction. q 
Note that the result of this proposition holds as well if you replace G” by GtU) 
the direct sum of G, o times with itself. 
Now following Boffa, we introduce a special kind of identities. 
. Let I&, y) be the nth Morse identity and let 1,(x, y) be the identity 
x . y = y . x. Then I,+&, y) is the identity Zn(x l y, y l x). 
identity. 
(Boffa [2]). The nilpotent groups of class <n satis. the nth Morse 
Let G be a nilpotent group and let Zi be the ith term of the upper central 
series of G. SO Z(G/Zi) = 2,+1/Z, and Zo= {l}. 
Suppose that G/Zi+l k cy = /3 with cw, /3 two distinct words in X, y. We have 
a!. g-l E Zi+l. So (ar . @-‘) l /3 = /? l ((u l B-‘) (mod Zi), or equivalently 
~.~~/3.~(modZi), i.e. G/zika.P=P.a. Cl 
(1) aving e-i. is not preserved by infinite sums. For example, take 
the free ‘group on two generators F2 and let Fp’ be the nth term of its lower 
central series. osition 5, F,/Fp) admits e-i., but C,, F,/F$‘) contains F2 
since a Fp) = 14.4.41. 
Another example is &,,,SI&(IF,) with P the set natural prime numbers. 
a locally finite group (so it does not contain or F2) but a nonprin 
ultrapower of it contains SL&?), in which F2 embeds [ll, 14.2.11. 
refinement kdf t is result later in mma 17. 
se identity anti which is not 
tent, namely C2 wr 
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give an algebraic haracterization ?f the soluble groups 
will use the compactness theorem and the re 
generated soluble group which does not contain 
latter result generalizes the result of 
le groups and the polycyclic groups 
reprove the result of Roskiblatt. The key lemmas to his result will 
. One of the two reasons we have included them, is that 
later a variant of Lemma 9 will be used again in proving that a locally soluble, 
group with e.i. is (ldy nilpotent)by-(bounded exponent). The 
is that working with e.i. allows us to get an effective bound on the 
tency class in Rosenblatt’s result. 
Let LY(X, y) =/3(x, y) be a monoidal identity. If Q! and /I have the 
and if the first letters of (Y and /3 are distinct, and the last letters of (p! 
and /3 are distinct, then we will say that a! = @ is a morwidal identity in normal 
form. (It is easy to see that a monoidal identity implies a monoidal identity in 
normal form.) 
A group G adnrirs e.i. with complex@ ~1 if G admits a disjunct of monoidal 
identities VieI ai = pi where Cui = pi is a monoidal identity in normal form and the 
le Of lui is less or equal t0 1, for all i E I. 
groupGisq otent (of class SC) if G has a normal nilpotent subgroup 
(of class SC) and of 
Let G be Q group which does not contain and let a, b E G. 
(bkaFk 1 k E Z), generated by {bkabek 1 a, b E G, k E Z) is 
If G admirs e-i. with complexity ~1, then (bkabmk 1 k E H) is generated by (I- 1) 
there exist two distinct words LY, fi on {x, y} such 
may assume that the identity LV = /I is in normal 
at the identity cu(6, ba) = /?(b, ba) implies an identity 
EJ2 Qj where .?1#.?2, ai = b’ab-’ and Jl, 52 are included in 
and ends with the 
t one, the second 
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mi, {:, kj&J-{0} and Idi~s, lsjsp, y hypothesis, we have 
b”‘(ba)“’ l . l bn*(ba)” = (ba)l’& . . . (ba)‘r&. 
With n = Ci=1 rZi + mi, and using the notation ai = b’ab-‘, we obtain 
a nl+l . ..anb”=alamm a,,-#. The index of the ai’s is strictly increasing, so a, 
belongs to the subgro (a,, . . . , a,_1) generated by al, . . . , a,,_l and a1 
belongs to (a*, . . . , y conjugating by b-l, we get that a E (al, . . . , a,,+). 
Repeating the process of conjugating by either b or b”, we get that a, E 
( a19 . . . , an-l) for all 2 E Z. 
If G admits e.i. with complexity sI, then by definition, G satisfies adisjunction 
of monoidal identities in normal form, say Vie, ai = pi and the length of Cui is less 
than or equal to l, for all i E I. By applying the former result, we obtain that 
(a+ 1 z E Z) is generated by {a,, . . . , at-,}. Cl 
a 7, Let G be a group generated by r elements. Suppose that G does not 
contain A&. Let l+A + G + Z/nZ+ 1 be an exact sequence. Then A is finitely 
generated. If G admits e.i. with complexity ~1, then A is generated by either 
r(1 - 1) elements if n = 0, or by r(1 - 1) + 1 elements otherwise. 
See [20,6.2] and Lemma 6. Cl 
Let G be a ~~~~~~~~~~ &a. .- -.‘-----14rr --+up. So G has a subnormal series with cyclic 
. If the length of such a series is less than or equal to m, then the length of 
G is less or equal to m. 
‘I%e number of infinite cyclic factors in a series with cyclic or finite factors is 
called the Hirsch number. It is an invariant of polycyclic-by-finite groups [17, p. 
161. 
. Let G be a group generated by r elements. Suppose that G does not 
contain M2. Let ii +A + G + G/A + 1 be an exact sequence and suppose that 
G/A has a normal polycyclic group of length =+z and of index si; then A 5 finitely 
generated. If G admits e.i. with complexity ~1, then A is generated by 
(1 + i(r - l))ln elements. 
This is straightforward from mma 7? Cl 
Let G be a group generated by r elements. Let I-, Go-, G -+ B-, 1 be 
t sequence. Suppose that Go is quasi-nilpotent and that G does not contain 
ch number of Go is equal to n, then the nilpotency class of 
G is at most n. 
ssentially in [19, 6.31. 
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Since G is polycyclic-by-finite [ 17, Proposition 2, Chapter 11, G is quasi- 
by [14, Theorem 4.121. is clearly 
twofactswillbeall included 
be self-contained. 
an element of G whose coset in G/GO generates Z and let a! be the 
automorphism induced by t acting on GO by conjugation. 
7, Go is finitely generated. Let G& be a normal niipotent subgroup 
of te index. Suppose G& is generated by go, g,, . . . , g,. For each 
i,Q<iQ2, (cY”gijkE ) is finitely generated (see Lemma 6). So 
&G;~G+G+~“G& 
Since Gh is a nilpotent normal subgroup of G,, each aic& is also a nilpotent 
. So G~=G&~aG+d”G~ is a nilpotent normal 
position 15, Chapter 11; moreover, QI is an automorphism 
of G; and Go/GE is finite. 
Let r(Gg) be the set of torsion element of Gt. It is a characteristic finite 
subgroup of 6: and G;;/z(G@ is torsion-free [17, Corollary 10, Chapter 11. Hence 
r(GE) is a normaI subgroup of G. We will prove that for some 
mc, (Gt;/r(G:), t”‘r(GZ)) is nilpotent. So (G& t”‘) is quasi-nilpotent since a 
finite-by-nilpotent group is quasi-nilpotent. So w.1.o.g. we may assume that Gi is 
torsion-bree. 
Consider the upper central series of Gb; it is an ascending series of 
characteristic subgroups of GE [17, p. 51. So it is invariant by e. We are going to 
this series in order that some power of (Y acts trivially on the factors. 
Let H = Zi+,G~/ZiG~- H is a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group [17, 
Corollary 5, Chapter 11. We extend the action of cy linearly on W 8 C = K. We 
may view as a vector space over C, over which QI is similar to a matrix in 
Jordan normal form. So we have a chain of subspaces in K, K = K0 2 K1 =, - l l 2 
= (0) and the action of cy on each factor is represented by a diagonal matrix. 
Let v belong to H. Since this group is abehan and since G does not contain M2, 
we have that zjdl U!(U) = zjdz a”(v), with Jl #J2 (see proof of Lemma 6). By 
linearity this remains true for U E K. 
g be an eigenvector of LY in Ki/Ki+l, 0 s i < r, with tug = kg, (A E C), SO A 
sa all equation Of the form xjeJ*Xj- Cj&$j=O. Since any power of A 
satisfies an equation of the above form, there is an n such that A” = 1. Since 
this is true for any eigenvalue of cy there is a natural number 112 such that on each 
Since cub E W and 
Consider H~K,nN~--2 
identity on each factor. 
r each factor of the upper central series of 6:. So we 
upper central series of Gi, 
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and it is again a central series for 6:. have shown that there exists an m’ such 
that d”’ acts like the identity on each factor of S. 
Consider the subgroup 6’ of G generated by Gg and t”‘. Then 
is a central series for G’. One checks that Z(G’/Si) 2 Si+,/Si. 
So G’ is nilpotent and its nilpotency class is at most the rsch number of GO. 
It is easy to see that 6’ is of finite index in G. Cl 
Let exp be the function y + yy and exp (N the composition of this function with 
itsAf n times. 
OIII (Rosenblatt [14, Theorems 4.7, 4.121). Let G be a soluble group 
generated by t elements. Suppose that G does not contain I&. Then G is 
quasi-nilpotent. 
If G admits e.i. with complexity ~1 and if the solubility length of G is less than or 
equal to d, then G has a normal nilpotent subgroup of finite index and of class 
“(exp (d-1) l(r + 1))’ if d > 1 and otherwise cf class sr. 
Suppose that G admits e.i. with complexity ~1. Let 
f (d, 1) = (exptd-‘) l(r + 1))’ if d > 1, 
=r otherwise. 
We will first prove by induction on d that G is polycyclic of length sf (d, 1). 
Let l~Gd~-- c G be the derived series of G (Go = G and Gi+l = (G’, G’)). 
By induction hypothesis G/Gd is polycyclic of length sf (d - 1,l). So by 
Proposition 8, Gd is generated by r 1 f(d-l~‘) elements. So G is polycyclic of length 
<f(d-l,l)+rl f(d--l,I! It is easy to check that f (d, 1) > f (d - 1,l) + rlf(d-l*‘) 
with132anddN. 
Now we will prove by induction on the polycvclic length of G that G is 
quasi-nilpotent of class <f (d, 1). 
Let Go be a normal subgroup of G such that G/Go is cyclic and Go is polycyclic 
of length <j’(d, 1) - 1. So by induction hypothesis, Go is quasi-nilpotent of class 
sf (d, 1) - 1. Either G/G, is finite so in that case G is quasi-nilpotent of class 
sf (d, 1) - 1 or G/Go is cyclic infinite, so by Lemma 9, G is quasi-nilpotent of 
class sf (d, 1) - 1. 
If G does not contain then the proof goes as above without the 
estimations. Cl 
efore giving an algebraic haracterization of the soluble grou 
first introduce some definitions. 
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class c of groups is unifo k-locally qui&ni!potent 
re exist two strictly positive natural numbers c and i such that 
C, every subgroup of G generated by k elements has a 
lass SC and of index pi. 
Let C be an elementary chss of 
i&at in every finitely generated subgro an eled3ient of C, one can 
tent subgroup N 0fjSte index. C i9 u.Lq.n. 
ti a bound c on the nilpotency c&ass of a well chosen IQ, then 
Ck(xT, . . . , $+a) = 1. 
1.q.n. Then C satisjb u monoidal identity, namely a Morse 
in {x”, y”} for some n. 
i) Fix k. We are going to show that C is u.q.l.n.(k). We -ZUI say by a 
er sentence te.&, . . . , xk) in the language (0, x1, . . . , xk} that the group 
generated byxl, . . . , xk has a nilpotent subgroup of class SC and of index Si [m, 
Indeed every group #jk generated by x1, . . . , xk has at most n(i, 
of index si and one can effectively specify finite sets of generators. 
do so when ek is free [lo, 7.21. Moreover, a group geuerated by r 
y, is nilpotent of class Sc iff all commutators ( yi, , . . . , ui,+,) are 
P - . . P i,+,} G (1, . . . P r}.) 
So we have that Ck VX V~~,iI r&x,, . . . , xk). By the compactness theorem, 
there exists a finite set lk such that 
t 
erefore we have shown that in every element G of C, every subgroup 
generated by k elements has a nilpotent sub up of class SC, and of index +. 
ther words, C is u.l.q.n.(k). 
there is a bound c on the nilpotency class of a well chosen N, choose 
k=O-1. 
an element of C. 
(*) above, there exls 
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. A soluble group G admits e.i. 
ifl G is u.l.q.n., 
iff G sat&&s a monoidal identity, namely a rse identity in (.m, y”) for some n, 
iff G is u.l.q.n.(k) for some k 3 2. 
Let S,, be the class of soluble groups of length 6n and suppose that G 
belongs to Sn. By Proposition 10, every finitely generated subgroup of G is 
qupt;i-nilpotent . Now apply the above proposition. 0 
This result can be improved. Namely, suppose that G admits e.i. with 
complexity ~1. Given any subgroup W of G generated by k elements, there is a 
computable bound c (depending on k and n) on the nilpotency class of a 
subgroup of finite index of H (see Proposition 10). 
The class of soluble groups which are u.l.q.n, is strictly larger than the 
class of kluble quasi-nilpotent groups. For example the group G = C, wr C,“, has 
a normal subgroup N of exponent 2 such that G/N is of exponent 2 and every 
subgroup generated by c-l elements is nilpotent of class c but the group itself is 
not quasi-nilpotent [13, 34.53 and 34.541. 
Note that exponent 4 is the least exponent for such an example since the groups 
of exponent 2 are commutative and the groups of exponent 3 are 2-Engel. 
Let A be a torsion free nilpotent group of class srn and let B be an infinite 
abelian group satisfying the identity X” = 1, then A wr B is a soluble group with 
e.i., neither of bounded exponent nor quasi-nilpotent. Moreover, A wr :? satisfies 
L(xn, y”)* 
(Boffa [2]). Suppose that G is a 
Then in characteristic 0, G is quasi-nilpotent 
(nii&otent)-by-(bounded exponent). 
linear group which admits e.i. 
and in characteristic p, G is 
We use the result of Platonov that a linear group G either generates the 
of all groups or is quasi-soluble [21, 10.151. Let Go be the connected 
component of G. Then Go admits e.i. .and by irreducibility of Go x Go, Go 
satisfies one identity. So by Platonov’s result, Go is soluble. 
Let Go be included in GL,(k) with a field. Every nilpotent connected 
subgroup of GLm( ) is nilpotent of class cm. Ss by 
there exists i such that all commutators (yi, . . . , yk) are eq 
up H generated by ( yi 1 y e” Go} is nilp 
is isomorphic to a hi ear group over 
(nilpotent),by-(bounded xponent). 
f the characteristic of is 0, then Go/H is finite, by a result 
[21, 9.11. So G is quasi-nil 
usion 
atever 
rece een i is ;aSi- 
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6 be the chss of amenable groups. A group G is amenable if there e 
additive measure p on P(G), the set of all subsets of G, such 
y is left invariant (i.e. &A) = p )for allgEG,AO(G)). 
the class of elementary amen ups. It is the smallest class of 
which contain all finite groups and all abelian groups and is closed under 
g processes: (i) subgroups, (ii) factor groups, (iii) group extensions, 
unions. This class has been introduced by Day [8]. 
ave EC c AG s ZVF, where NF is the class of groups which do not contain 
two inclusions are strict. Adian [l] showed that the Burnside group 
is not amenable and Grigorchuk [9] gave an example of a group in 
ted the classes EG,, LYE On. Let EGO be the class of all finite 
abelian groups. If Q is a limit ordinal, let EG, = UgCoEGB. If cy is 
r ordinal, let EG, be the class of groups which can be obtained from 
groups in EG=+ by applying either processes (iii), (iv) once and only once. Chou 
[7] showed that EG = U* EG,. 
[7, Theorem 3.21). A finitely generated elementary amen- 
not coti M2 is quasi-nilpotent. Cl 
an attempt to generalize the 
ntary amenable group 
l&3. 
t one concerns extensions 
result of Chou to the case where G is an 
admits e.i., we obtained the two following 
and the second one direct unions in a special 
. Let G be a group admitting e.i. and suppose G has a normal 
subgroup ?I such that G/H and H are u.1.q.n. Then G is u.1.q.n. 
that the &bjunction of monoidal identities that G satisfies is 
ated by k elements. It is sufficient to show 
Ak of finite index whose solubility length 
f(k) depend only on k (and G/H, H). (*) 
roposition 10, C satisfies the hypothe 
gs to C. So there is c = c(1 + (k + I)f (k)), i = i(l + (k + I)f (k)) 
Proof of (*). have the exact sequence 
1-a Gk n H-, Gk+ Gk/Gk f3 
Since G&k n embeds in G/H, it has a normal nilpotent subgroup Nk of class 
~N(G/H) and index si(GfH). By Proposition 8, Gk n H is finitely generated 
and the number nk of generators is bounded as a function of (k, i, n). (Let n’ 
be the polycyclic length of IV”, i.e. n’= & (1 +(k - 1)i)’ and so n&s 
(1 + (k - 1)i) i”‘.) 
Let IV;’ be the inverse image of Nk in GkP IV;’ is a normal subgroup of Gk, of 
index si. 
Since H is u.l.q.n., Gk nPsl has a nilpotent normal subgroup Ho of class 
cm(nk, H) and of index <j(n,, H). 
Let HI = nenr nHon-‘, this is a finite intersection since n It-’ is a subgroup 
of finite index of Gk n H and there are only titely many such subgroups, say t 
depending on j and nk [ 10, ‘9 4. So [Gk n H : HI] <jr. 
Let 
i~GknH/~~-*~~‘/H~-*N,-‘/GknH~a 
be an exact sequence. So Nil/H, is nilpotent-by-finite, so it has a normal 
nilpotent subgroup & of class sn + 1 and of index sg(j, nk). Let M;’ be the 
=+k+~~l+~k-*l. SiIlCC k1 is an exten- 
is a soluble group whose number of generatozs 
depends on the number of generators of & and of HI (b only depending on 
?&, G/H and H), and whose solubility length srn + n + 1. oreover, 
s [Sk : Nil] l [Nil : 
. 
(due to the referee). A quasi u.1.q.n. group u.l.q.n. Let Go be a 
u.1.q.n. subgro of G of finite index anal let = ( Xl,. . . , &) be a 
subgroup of G. Then ( (1 G,-,) is bounded by (G : GO) and so there is an 
absolute bound on the number of generators of H n GO (i.e. depending only on k 
and (G: GO)). 
Now we want to give two examples of direct unions of groups which admit e.i. 
but in the tit case the union does not admit e.i. while in the second one it does. 
e group of finitzy permutations, i.e. S = UPfEN S,, where S, l 
the full symmetric group on n letters. One can show that S does not satis 
Lemma 6, so S does not admit e .i. 
(2) tit 
ith primitive root of unity. Let 
F. Point 
of G,, is strictly increasing, G is 
al abelian subgroup of G of index 2. 
LRtGbea 
tent)-by-(bo 
finite group. Suppose that G admits e.i. Then G 
exponent). 
thesis of the Proposition. In Lemma 17, we will fkst 
(bounded exponent). There we will use the 
groups. Then in the next lemma, we will show that G 
by-(bounded exponent). We will use an argument similar to 
the one used in [19, Section 6.31 for the torsion free case. 
To show that G is (locally soluble)-by-(bounded exponent) (respectively 
nt)-by-(bounded exponent)), it sufkes to show that there exists a 
n such that every finite subgroup of G is soluble-by-exponent n 
ly nilpotent-by-exponent n). 
let G” be the subgroup generated by (g” 1 g E G} and let g,, . . . , g, 
G”, so each gi is a product of the form Q&j. Let H be the subgroup 
generated by the gP H is finite since G is locally finite. So by hypothesis, there is 
a normal soluble subgroup S such that h” ES for each h E H. So the subgroup 
generated by g,, . . . , g, is soluble, too. 
Let G be a Zocally finite group which admits e.i. with complexity ~1. 
G is &ally sol&e)-by-(exponent n), where n & computable porn 1. 
sts a natural number n such that given 
of H. Then R is the 
1 normal subgroups 
abelian part of S is { 1). Each Mj 
d simple subgroup 
by IV+ with i belonging to a 
induced by h acting by 
* e power (computable m I) of q beksgs to the ce:;traiizer C(S) 
of s. 
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e proof of the claim is in 
en, we will prov 
by a constant, 
simple groups is computable from 1. 
rst we will prove that # belongs to 
es of the simple groups occurring in 
ndent of fi. The sixes of these 
(1) since mh ) is still a normal simple subgroup of and 
al simple subgroups of are the ‘s, ah utes the A@. 
ces a permutation of E. 
the set of permutations of E. Let f be the map which sends h 
to the corresponding permutation of E induced by Qlir. G admits 
e.i. with complexity 61, for all g Of G, &h(g) satisfies a finite disjunction of the 
form v (ILK, 440 EK; d(g)) with K,, distinct subsets of 
(1 , . . . , I}. Therefore, i h) has a cycle of length >Z, then if IQ lies in this cycle 
and g&$, clearly &h(g) fails to satis the above disjunction of monoidal 
identies. So di belongs to kerf, i.e. di 
(2) We have to show that t sizes of the simple gro occurring in $I are 
bounded independently of fi. rst, let us recalC the cla cation of the &rite 
simple groups. 
(a) The sporadic groups. 
(b) The cyclic groups. 
(c) The alternating roups. 
(d) The Chevalley groups. 
(e) me twisted Chevalley groups. 
In each of those cases, we show that we can bound the size in terms of I and 
some constants. 
Case (a) can be safely ignored since there are only 26 sporadic groups. 
Q&e (b) does not occur since the abelian part of the socle is trivial. 
Case (c). Let J& be the alternating roup on n letters and suppose that &, is 
included in the s&e S. Then n s 2l+ 3. 
Proof. We will show that S,, the full permutation group on n letters admits e.i. 
with complexity SI iff n S I+ 3. (*) 
will get then the desired bound since Sa, is a subgroup of index 2 in S,. So 
if admits e.i. with complexity <I, then S, admits e.i. with complexity s2L 
tn be the n-cyde (1, . . . , n), let u be the transposition (12) and choose 
n>E+3. Then tikutt= (n - k + 1 n - k + 2). Since G admits e.i. with com- 
plexity <I, t$2 u tf;+2 belongs to T= (t;k&)O<k4-1) (see Lemma 6) 
which is a wntradiction. ( ndeed the elements of T y move 1,2, n, n - 1, 
. . . , n-1+2,n-I+Iwh 
e Chevalley groups occur 
to stress the fact th 
e underlying field. 
P Tb bound n, one uses the fact t 
s of 6. So if G admit? e.i. wit 
bs: Point 
c&e of A,,,nH,B,, and C,,,nXZ,D,,,na4, 
) n-1 so n is bounded 
P, one uses the facts that either S 
to a subgroup of G and that 2&(K) cannot admit e.i. 
than Z + 1. (‘Ihis bound has been obtaine 
So if G admits e.i. with complexity QIJ then Sk(K) satisfies &. with 
deed, either Sk(K) is isomorphic to a subgroup of G or 
b(K) k vi Cui = pi* so &(K) k vi 4 = 
(e). The twisted group are certain subgroups of the Chevahey groups. 
ey only exist in case the D diagram of the Chevaliey group G has a 
nontrivial symmetry. Their up WI is a reflection group which is a 
subgroup of the Weyl group of G and as in case of the Weyl group, it occurs as 
the quotient of two subgroups of the twisted group G1 [6, Chapter 131. 
In case of *AI, 1 odd, W,=W(C,) withl=R-1; 
even, = W(BJ with1=2k; 
in case of 2Dl, W, = 
SoatwistedChe group of A,, does not admit e.i. with complexity GI if 
(n + 1)/2>1+3. a twisted evailey group of type 0, does not admit e.i. 
withcomp~exitydifn-1>1+3. 
To bound the cardinahty of the field, in case of *A, (la 3), ‘Dl(l 2 4), ‘4, 2E6 
and 3Da one uses the fact that SI#) is isomorphic to a subgroup of G1. In case 
of *B*, *G2, the semi-direct product (K, +) >a (K*, 0) is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of G1. 
*, 0) is isomorphic to 
t e.i. with complexity d if K contains an algebraic element of 
ee >I over the prime field of K. 
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There remains the case of 2A2. Let f be an automorphism of of order 2 and 
let K,-, be the fixed subfield of K. Then the subgroup of matrices 
u 0 I( )I v 1 udK;,vdK() I , * 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of GI [ 18, Chapter 51, [6, p. 24311. 0 
Let G be a locally finite, locally soluble group which adrds e.i. with 
cornpkxity’4. Then G is (locally nilpotent)-by-(exponent I!). 
As we already noticed, it suffices to show that any finite soluble subgroup 
of G is nilpotent-by-exponent II 
Let H be a fkite soluble subgroup of G and let F be its Fitting subgroup (F is 
the product of the normal nilpotent subgroups of H). Note that since W is finite, 
soluble, F # { 1) [16, 7.41. Let p be a prime number and let FP be the p-part of F, 
i.e. the set of elements of F whose order is a power of pe 
A subgroup K has the property (*) if for any prime number p, and p’ with 
(p, p’) = 1, the p’-elements of K belong to the centralizer of the p-part of the 
Fitting subgroup of K. 
Let H’! be the subgroup of H generated by {h’! 1 h E N}. 
“E-x proof is in two steps. First one shows that H’! has the property (*), and 
t a subgroup with the property (*) is nilpotent. 
r central series S whose factors are elementary abelian, i.e. 
ic groups of order p. 
Let h belong to H-F and decompose h as izP . hPP where hP (respectively hPJ is 
an element of order p (respectively p’). From now on, we will assume that h is an 
element of order p’. 
are two consecutive factors of %, 1 S i S n. 
near&y on S”/&_, @ F,., with FP the algebraic losure of ffP. 
SinceCsatisfiesa unction of monoidal identities, 
(a”“)‘(V), with Jl # J2 
jdl ja Jl J2 
ch are I roots of unity) satisfy A”= 1. So for a!1 i, (Ly(i))r! = 1. 
if for all i, (@)‘! = 1, then d! r FP = 1 1 Fpll i.e. h” 
that &(x) =x = n for some n in S,+ So 
l x l (h’!)p’ = x (h is of order p’). So np’ = 1, but the 
apowerofp, son=l. 
p and suppose that K has the property (*). 
enote by F the Fitting subgroup of K. 
that all such groups of size strictly less than 
t to prove that K is nilpotent. 
K is centerless. Otherwise, we would have proven that 
number q such that 4 is nontrivial, C(F,) 
al subgroup of K, which has the pro~srty 
s a characteristic subgroup of C(F,). 
C(F,) is not a proper subgroup of K. Then Z(K) contains Fq which 
e fact that K k centerIe=. So we may apply the induction hypoahesis 
therefore C(F,) is included in F. 
this, we deduce that F is a p-group, where p is a prime number such 
ut finite p-groups are nilpotent. 0 
group is a grip which satisfies the minimal condition on centralizers. 
locally admii.s e.i. ifi it ti nilpotent-by-bounded 
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nilpotent-by-finite [S, Theorem A]. 
exponent). 0 
erefore G is nilpotent-by-( bounded 
. For the class of soluble groups of class sn, generated by k 
elements, which admit e.i. with complexity dl, we obtain an explicit bound in 
terms of l, n and k on the nilpotency class of a subgroup of finite index. 
In contrast, for the class of locally finite groups, which admit e.i. with 
complexity sI, one obtains an explicit bound in terms of I on the exponent of the 
quotient of any finite group by a nilpotent subgroup. 
We have proven that a linear group which admits e.i. with complexity 61, is 
nilpotent-by-bounded exponent; can we obtain an explicit bound in terms of I, on 
the nilpotency class and on the exponent? 
I am indebted to 6. Cherlin without whom the last part of this article would 
not exist; I would like to thank him for his interest in this work. I also would like 
to thank M. Boffa for his suggestions and his careful reading of some parts of this 
paper and S. Thomas for pointing out some results of his thesis. 
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